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ACTIVITY TITLE:  Adverbs of frequency

AIM OF THE ACTIVITY:  Improving grammar knowledge on frequency adverbs and word order in the sentence. 
They will also will work on the speaking skill while correction and in the last part of the session.  
ESTIMATED DURATION: 40-45 minutes session 
MATERIALS NEEDED:   Video projector and enough copies of the attached documents for students.  
ATTACHED DOCUMENTS: Frequency adverbs/ Adverbs of frequency task/ How often do you…? 
SUGGESTED LEVEL:  B1

PROCEDURE !!
1.- FREQUENCY ADVERBS (15- 20 min aprox) 
Teacher projects the “Frequency Adverbs “sheet and explains the different position and cases they may have 
within the sentence.  !!
2.- ADVERBS OF FREQUENCY TASK (15-20 min aprox) 
Teacher hands in “Adverbs of frequency “ sheet to each student. They will individually do the exercises but when 
they finish and before teacher corrects the exercise, they will gather in pairs and exchange sheets. One student 
correct his/her partner’s sheet and vice versa. They will have to agree on a final answer and explain each other 
why they have decided to do the sentence that way. That final answer which will be the one given to the teacher 
when correcting. !!!
3.- HOW OFTEN DO YOU ? (5-10 min aprox) 
 Students gather in teams of 3 or 4 students and ask each other about the different activities presented in 
the “How often do you…” sheet.  !!!!!!
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NEVER RARELY SOMETIMES USUALLY OFTEN ALWAYS
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FREQUENCY      ADVERBS

I usually go to the park

We don’t often eat in a restaurant

I am always working

She is sometimes studying in her room

Do you usually go shopping?

How often do you travel abroad?

WE PUT FREQUENCY ADVERBS ALWAYS 

IMMEDIATELY BEFORE THE MAIN VERB 

EXCEPTION: WITH VERB TO BE THE 

FREQUENCY ADVERB GOES AFTER



Put the adverb of frequency in the correct position in the sentences; make changes if 
necessary!
!
1.- We go to the mountains (never)!
2.-The boys play football on Sunday afternoons (always)!
3.- The bus arrives late (usually)!
4.- I go to bed before 11 (often)!
5.- She doesn’t write me (usually)!
6.- He drinks coffee in the evening (never)!
7.- It doesn’t rain in the summer (often)!
8.- They are complaining (always)!
9.- My father goes to work by bus (sometimes)!
10.- We go to the beach at the weekend (always)!
11.- My dog is playing in the backyard (sometimes)!
12.- I go running in the mornings (seldom)!

Write questions using the words given in the right order: !
!
1.- Where/your parents/on holidays/ usually/ go/ do ?!
_______________________________________________________________________!
2.- often /how/watch /TV /you/ do ?!
_______________________________________________________________________!
3.- breakfast / you / usually/ What/ have/ do / for ?!
_______________________________________________________________________!
4.- they / always / Are / outside / playing ?!
_______________________________________________________________________!
5.- Where/ lunch / your / have / brother /does / usually ?!
_______________________________________________________________________!
6.- Does / always / pay / on / company/  the / time ?!
_______________________________________________________________________!

ADVERBS OF FREQUENCY TASK



HOW OFTEN DO 
YOU…?


